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lnt(oduction
to P(oject T~P
A community-school arts program
developed by the South Carolina Arts
Commission , Project TAP entered a
third year of operation in 197 5-7 6 .
TAP brings together many of the
component programs of the Arts
Commission into one Total Arts Program, providing a variety of arts
experiences for the people of Fort
Mill, Chester, and Lancaster County.
Project TAP is designed to integrate
professional resident and visiting
artists into local educational and
community programs, with the following goals : to give students and
teachers broad exposure to the arts ; to
develop support for the continuation
of arts activities in the schools; to
create an audience for the arts in the
participating communities; and to
develop a model for communityschool involvement in the arts which
can be implemented in other areas of
the state.
The project is funded jointly by the
National Endowment for the Arts of
Washington , D.C., the Elliott White
Springs Foundation of Lancaster ,
S .C. , the S .C . Arts Commission , and
thirty-three participating schools in the
project area.
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Tom McClanahan

Sharing
A Learning Space
An Introduction by Tom McClanahan
Editor

Project TAP is a comprehensive
program designed to offer a broad
based approach to art at a local level.
It is structured to involve teachers,
students and community members of
all ages with working artists in various
fields. Its goals are to encourage and
foster interest in and appreciation of
arts-related activities in general, and
to provide aid to those whose interests
go beyond mere appreciation .
One of the basic premises underlying TAP is that direct exposure to
working artists in classroom situations
not only provides students with a
clearer sense of what is meant by the
term "art, " but also that such exposure opens students to different
kinds of learning . After seeing and
6

interacting with artists of all kinds ,
students can begin to appreciate a
broader spectrum of experience , and
they can build on this experience to
gain a more meaningful and varied
education.
The concept of placing working
artists in the classroom is not a new
one . Encouraged by the success of
creative writing programs at the
university level , where since the early
part of the century positions have
been instituted to bring writers and
artists of all types into close contact
with students , educators have worked
to provide the same type of exposure
for people at every level of learning .
In recent years , with the aid of the
National Endowment for the Arts ,
increasing numbers of young artists
have worked alongside teachers in
elementary and secondary grades .
The results are beginning to indicate
the value of the student/ artist/
teacher relationship, particularly as it
relates to an increased interest in the
arts .
When I first began work as School
Arts Coordinator/ Writer-in-Residence for Project TAP , I wasn't sure
how I would fit in with such a large
and varied number of artists . I had
taught poetry at the university level as
well in the South Carolina Poets-inthe-Schools program , but I had never
worked with a group like the people in
TAP . In a way , teaching had been a
kind of solitary experience for me ,
even though I always had a close
rapport with many of my students and
fellow teachers . However , my first
meeting with TAP artists changed all
that. I sat across the table from a
painter, a potter, a filmmaker and a
weaver , and I began to sense an
excitement about the prospect of
working in conjunction with so many

talented people . None of us knew
each other then , but by the end of the
year we all had a good idea of what
each of us was doing in the program ,
and how all of our efforts were
related .
I admit to having some initial doubts
about TAP . As a born skeptic , I
always make it a point to consider
potential problems before I look at the
overall picture. One thing that
bothered me was the scope of the
program. Coordinating a project
which involved 33 schools and in a
three-county area seemed at the time
to be nearly impossible. On top of
that, I wasn't sure what the response
to artists would be in both the schools
and the community in general. I
suppose I had to convince myself that
artists, including myself , would be
accepted as artists , that they wquld be
free to present themselves and their
work in an honest and forthright
manner .
But in spite of my initial concern
with the problems of administering
and working in an intensive arts program like TAP , I was sincerely excited
about the possibilities involved . As
evaluations of artists' classroom visits
began to come to my office , and as I
became more familiar with teachers in
the schools , the doubts faded and the
possibilities began to emerge. TAP
was working , involving students ,
teachers and community members at
all levels with different types of artists.
In a very real sense a new kind of
learning space was being created , one
that offered opportunities which had
previously been unavailable.
In addition to providing opportunities for students , Project TAP also
gave many of us a chance to produce
our own work. Films were made for
regional film festivals . Weavings and

pottery were produced for special
exhibits . A series of paintings using
textile dyes from the area was completed . Personally , I finished a volume
of poetry and did a considerable
amount of work on a novel.
The booklet that follows provides a
vantage point from which to view
some of the activities that have taken
place in TAP . In some cases , teachers
or community people who have
worked closely with TAP artists give
personal accounts of the way the program has involved different people . In
other instances , artists themselves talk
about their own experiences , both in
and out of the classroom. Because of
TAP's scope , this does not pretend to
be an exhaustive examination of all
that has transpired , but I hope it offers
a glimpse into the enthusiasm and
vitality of the program . The learning
space shared by TAP artists is a step in
the direction of a more comprehensive kind of learning , one which
expresses itself not only as artistic
appreciation , but as human understanding.
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Project TAP
Participating Schools,

1975-76
Chester Township

T .J . Bratton , District Superintendent
James . A. Wilson, Assistant Superintendent and TAP Liaison
Chester Junior High , Chester
Harold 0. Bedenbaugh , Principal
Fannie Black , In-School
Coordinator
Chester Senior High , Chester
Thomas Q . Smith , Principal
Sally Meador , In-School
Coordinator
College Street Elementary, Chester
E.G. Mobley, Principal
Lenore Branham , In-School
Coordinator
Fort Lawn Elementary , Fort Lawn
Sol E. Foster , Principal
Deborah Morton , In-School
Coordinator
Lewisville Middle , Richburg
Eugene Neely , Principal
Ruth Shoemaker , In-School
Coordinator
Southside Elementary , Chester
Paul Clarkson , Principal
Sarah Huey , In-School
Coordinator
Fort Mill Township

J .H . Nesbitt , District Superintendent
and TAP Liaison
Fort Mill Elementary , Fort Mill
Donald Worrell , Principal
Joan Stevenson , In-School
Coordinator
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Fort Mill Junior High , Fort Mill
Harold M. McCallum , Principal
Manley S . Young, In-School
Coordinator
Fort Mill High , Fort Mill
J.E . Walser, Principal
Jane Langley, In-School
Coordinator
Fort Mill Primary , Fort Mill
James R . Shannon , Principal
Wilda Jo Smith , In-School
Coordinator
A.O. Jones Elementary , Fort Mill
Robert W. Jones , Principal
Sarah Goforth , In-School
Coordinator
Lancaster County

John E. Wall , County Superintendent
Peggy H . Heath , Director of
Instruction and TAP Liaison
Andrew Jackson Area Schools:
Atlee S. Brown , Superintendent
Andrew Jackson High , Kershaw
Webster Grayson , Principal
Sidney Cauthen , In-School
Coordinator
Flat Creek School , Kershaw
R. Milton Sowell , Principal
Mildred Mitchell , In -School
Coordinator
Heath Springs School , Heath Springs
Alton R. Cole , Principal
Barbara Ogburn , In-School
Coordinator
Kershaw Elementary # 1, Kershaw
Malcolm Mcisaac , Principal
Rose Marie Baker , In-School
Coordinator

Kershaw Elementary #2 , Kershaw
John Lee Redford , Principal
Ollie M. Croxton , In-School
Coordinator

Dobson Ele mentary , Lancaster
Thomas J. Barnes , Principal
Judy McKeithan , In -School
Coordinator

Kershaw Middle , Kershaw
Joseph E. Gregory , Principal
Lottie Mae Belton , In-School
Coordinator

Erwin Elementary, Lancaster
Anne Nims , Principal
Mary Mackey , In-School
Coordinator

Buford Area Schools :
John W . Plexico , Superintendent

H.R. Rice Elementary , Lancaster
Nancy Crockett , Principal
Clydia Knight , In-School
Coordinator

Buford Elementary , Lancaster
Gene K. Starnes , Principal
Barbara Couch Dickson , In-School
Coordinator
Buford High , Lancaster
David E. Robinson , Principal
Norma Cunningham , In-School
Coordinator
Indian Land Area Schools :
Bennett Gunter , Superintendent
Indian Land Elementary , Lancaster
Paul A. Cook , Jr. , Principal
Merrilyn Taylor, In-School
Coordinator

Clinton Elementary , Lancaster
Billie L. Smith , Principal
Dolores Brown, In-School
Coordinator
Lancaster High # 1, Lancaster
E. P . Clyburn , Jr. , Principal
Martha Noblitt , In-School
Coordinator
Lancaster High #2 , Lancaster
L.B . Belk , Principal
Mary Wiley Robinson, In -School
Coordinator

Indian Land High , Lancaster
Robert L. Rollings , Principal
Libby Chambers , In-School
Coordinator

McDonald Green Elementary ,
Lancaster
David Blackmon, Principal
Doda Small , In-School
Coordinator

Lancaster City Schools:
Donald L. Crolley , Superintendent
Charles S. Marshall , Assistant
Superintendent

North Junior High, Lancaster
Ernest K. Mathis , Jr. , Principal
Jane Ott , In-School Coordinator

Brooklyn Springs Primary, Lancaster
Anne Stevens, Principal
Carolyn Ellison , In-School
Coordinator
Central Elementary, Lancaster
Elizabeth Hutchinson , Principal
Ann Dunn , In-School Coordinator

South Junior High , Lancaster
H .K. Boucher, Principal
Sara Johnson , In-School
Coordinator
Southside Elementary , Lancaster
W . E. Brown , Principal
Jane Cooper, In-School
Coordinator
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Literary ~rto
The poetry component of Project
TAP allows teachers and students the
opportunity to spend time with professional, published poets, giving a
special boost to a school's creative
writing program . Poems written by the
students under the guidance of these
poets are later selected for publication
in the annual student poetry anthology published by the South Carolina
Arts Commission.
Fourteen schools in Project TAP
selected poetry residencies during
1975-76 . New York poets Ron
Padgett and Dick Gallup lived in
Lancaster and Camden during the fall
and conducted poetry classes in
schools in Chester, Lancaster, and
Kershaw . Charleen Whisnant of
Charlotte continued her poetry classes
in TAP for the third year. Tom
McClanahan served as poet in several
schools , in addition to being the
School Arts Coordinator for the
program .
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Poetry Exchange
by Ron Padgett, Poet in Residence

Ro n Padgett
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One of the nicest things that has
ever happened to me in the classroom
happened with a group of tenth grade
vocational school boys. Most people
think that poetry and tenth grade
vocational boys just don't mix, and I
must confess that before going into
that class I had some doubts myself.
I was scheduled to work with these
boys one period a day for three days .
The first period went surprisingly well.
I pretended I was a visitor from
France . I used a French accent and
even made mistakes in my English .
The boys were completely fooled , and
when I began to speak in my usual
everyday way , they fell out of their
chairs in astonishment. When they
recovered I had them write short
pieces which were based on the idea
of fooling someone , making up something that wasn't true but being as convincing as possible . They had a great
time doing this , and then hearing
everyone else's as I read them .
The second visit involved my presenting them with another kind of
creative writing idea . I pointed out
how people feel different on different
days : you don't feel quite the same on
Monday morning as you did on
Saturday night. And I pointed out
how there are special times in your
week when you feel pretty good . I
wrote a simple piece on the board
describing such a special time for me ,
Friday evening just after dinner ,
watching the sky change colors
through the pines , with my shoes off. I
asked them to think of a time of the
week when they felt really good , and
to recall as many details as they could ,

whether it involved their being alone
or with friends , at a party , in church ,
whatever , and to write it down as
clearly as possible . The results were
terrific , sometimes so funny that I
thought we would get sick from
laughing .
The third and final period was spent
talking and writing about what
happens when you do something
you're proud of, and how it makes
you feel. I gave an example of myself
at home writing a poem on my typewriter , how my fingers move just right
sometimes , how the bell ringing at the
end of the line was like the bell at the
end of a round of boxing , and how
this made me feel like a boxer at the
typewriter- I punch the keys with a
left , a right , a left , and when I get
through with the poem I look at it
and- "it's a knockout! " one boy
yelled .
So I had each kid think of something he does which gives him a feel-

ing of pride or accomplishment , such
as working in the machine shop , or
fixing an air conditioning unit , or tearing down an engine , or whatever.
Remember , this was a class of
vocational students. Some of the
poems they wrote were stunning. I
would not have guessed , had I seen
these boys on the street, that they
were capable of such self-awareness
and depth of feeling . Take for
example this poem by Eddie
Mclnvaille:
When I'm running the lathe
It 's like the whole world is in my hands
No mistakes are wanted , just a good
Turn out, in the job, perfect!
When I push the lever down ,
It's like I've done my best,
The machine stops and the world is
stopped
Just waiting for me to start it up the
next day.
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Or this one by Kevin White:

Or this by Marvin Garris:

When I'm in Mechanical Drawing
working on a plate, it seems like I'm
drawing plans for a new space ship or
something. And when I get ready to
make another angle , I hear the
machine lock in on that angle and it's
like pressing the firing button at
NASA. And when I'm drawing a line
it's like plotting my course to the
moon . And when I hand it in it makes
me feel/ike the mission is accomplished.

When I open a wiring box
and see all the wires
It's like seeing a million different
roads running together
There are many fuses of golden
color which look like cities .
The wires look as if they
never end , but run from city to
city and back again.
When I close the box, I have
a feeling that the cities are safe
and peaceful again.

To my way of thinking, these are
beautiful poems .
Notice that they don't rhyme or
have a thumpety-thump rhythm, and
that they don't sound highfalutin or
hard to understand. They do have the
essential qualities of good modern
poetry: clarity , pleasure , honesty and
a sense of something marvelous
happening .
As a poetry teacher I try to do
different things with different classes.
There are some kinds of poems which
are fine for kindergartners to write but
foolish for eighth graders. But in all
cases I try to conduct my classes so
that the kids have fun writing, so that
they discover something new and
interesting about themselves , so that
they see the really healthy and bright
side of thinking about themselves and
the world. I don't want to turn everyone into a poet-Lord forbid!- but I
would like to show kids how their
language can help make their lives
shine a little more.
During my last class with the
vocational boys I happened to
mention how beautiful! thought hardware is . I enjoy looking at hammers
and saws in hardware stores as much
as I enjoy looking at paintings and
sculpture in museums. One boy asked
me, "You like hammers? We'll make
you one ." He invited me down to the
machine shop the following week .
When I got there he and two other
boys presented me with an all-steel
hammer they had made , and they
took me around the shop, explaining
the machines and how the hammer
had been made. Finally, they etched
their initials on it and handed it to me.
Now, that is cultural exchange , the
kind of exchange Project TAP is all
about.
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To An Envelope
Little envelope ,
where are you?
We have been looking for you all day.
You couldn 't have just disappeared ;
you must be somewhere.
You could be miles away
or in the trash bin outside .
Did I leave you inside
the library book returned yesterday?
Perhaps at this very moment
the librarian is having a dream
in which you open and spill water on her!
Maybe one of the children
slipped you between the pages of a magazine
where you now recline , quietly , flat.
I even put a stamp on you
and had every intention of mailing you!
But every time we went out
I carried you around ; in the car,
in my pocket, in my hand, shifting
you back and forth , but
never into a mailbox!
Or, in a blank moment, did I slide you
through a metal vent into the postal system?
I can still see your front
with its cellophane window
and the light blue bill
from the power company
and behind that my cashier's check for $32.60 .
If only you could speak tonight,
could cry out across the darkness
and the stillness and the cold evening air,
call me, small but distinct ,
"Ron , help me,
I'm lost,
over here .. . "

Ron Padgett has worked with
Teachers and Writers Collaborative in
New York for the past eight years . He
spent twelve weeks in Project TAP
conducting writing classes and serving
as artists in schools consultant.
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Lullaby
Sleep is a valley ringed by mountains
Where a blue lake dreams
And there I keep you, marvelous,
A secret in my mind.
In the morning I rise to enter
The place of birds
Where brown brothers flock and extend their wings
From white underbellies.
Small heavens away
In a golden torpor of languid dreams
Your tousled body sweet as a meadow
You are unaware
Of the darkened sky
The frenzy of game,
The black and bitter spaces
That are my days.

Charleen Whisnant has conducted
writing classes and performed in
poetry jazz concerts in the Project
TAP schools for the past three years.
She is the editor and publisher of Red
Clay Books of Charlotte, N.C.
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Beneath the Surface
of the Field
Often I've thought words
Exist in vast reaches of meaning
Like splendid planets spinning
Through an unending void
Well, it's not that bad
Meandering paths lead to a central meadow
Full of clicking cymbals
And baseball bats
To make me firm in resolution
Neuer to leave this place
Where the man in the bright blue parka
Screams , "Avalanche!"
From the cloakroom of the haunted monastery
And is answered only by regular breathing
They are all asleep
Dreaming of violins and pitchers of milk
Buttons
Clatter in a fryingpan somewhere
While something else rips in the silence
And then I don 't give a damn
For the sound of words
Lost in the downpour
Of the unspoken
Of confusion upon the stairs
Hidden in a bank of clouds
Enamoured of a crazy gipsy
Who thinks the stars are snowballs
This is serious
Beneath the surface of the field
The paper room is washed away
Leaving me under the naked heavens
Beyond the architecture of bone
Arch as a keystone cold as stone

Dick Gallup came to South Carolina

in 1975 to work in the Poets in the
Schools program . He conducted
poetry classes in four Project TAP
schools .
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Antique
Ageless wonders die the death of rust,
of pure disuse , or lay themselves open
to meddling hands that try to find a future
in what is left behind .
Archeologists of the soul,
and randy for antique , we drift
among the oaken stands like ghosts
among the actual ghosts of houses
that have long since given in
to the wise ways of the silverfish .
Our beginning, seeing each refinished,
newly stained to bring the old cracks
out for bragging. Each an Adam waiting.
And now the trifle haggling spent to probe
the owner's lack of knowledge of his prize ,
the untuned note that makes the ancient Calliope
or crystal stem sing out in silence .
But for the trouble ,
our plan to wit the witless ,
a wary soul in back raised cane
to up our bids .
One thinks it must be such as this
where some far purgatory cry begins the bid,

an auctioning of souls for cash
or banknote certified .
With hope perhaps to find
some member of an alien race
to steer us right in wonder;
or, less for the price , the warted toad ,
tongue poised for fly,
that lurks in every prince.

Thomas McClanahan serves as

School Arts Coordinator for Project
TAP as well as conducting poetry
classes in the area schools . His office
is connected with the Lancaster
County Schools .
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Vioual ~rto
Since its inception in 1973 , Project
TAP has placed heavy emphasis on
providing special experiences in the
visual arts for students and teachers.
The artists present themselves as
practising professionals, and often
bring their own work into the classroom to demonstrate certain techniques . Then students are given an
opportunity to work in a particular art
form-painting, pottery, weaving ,
filmmaking, or printmaking. At the
end of an artist's residency in a school ,
whenever possible, an exhibit of
student work is set up, so that participants may show their parents and
other visitors what they have accomplished .
During 197 5-7 6 Project TAP
sponsored fulltime residencies for four
visual artists . John Finnell, a potter,
established his home and studio in
Chester. Marsha Sokol lived in Rock
Hill while introducing film and
photography activities to schools in
Fort Mill and other TAP communities.
Cathy Ray, weaver , and Ralph
Waldrop , painter, lived in Lancaster
and conducted school and community programs in the county .
Several other visual artists visited
the project area to conduct classes in
their specialties . Steven Miller and
David Brownlee, printmakers; Denise
Hegler and Kitty Couch, potters ; and
Rita Shumaker, weaver, complemented the on-going activities of the
TAP resident artists .
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To Make a Pot
by Thomas McClanahan

John Finnell
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One essential component of Project
TAP involves evaluating student
receptiveness to different art forms.
Written evaluations from teachers and
principals as well as visits by project
coordinators and other arts specialists
help to determine this .
The first time I saw John Finnell
'
TAP's resident potter, give a throwing
demonstration in a school , I was in a
particularly suitable position for
judging the reaction of students . Symbolically , I sat in a third grade chair
and rested my chin on my knees . Like
most of the students themselves , I had
never seen someone "throw" a pot,
and I was as ignorant of the basics of
pottery as anyone in the room.
For instance , when John mentioned to the disbelieving class that the
clay he was using came out of the
ground and not from a department
store , my mouth was one of those that
dropped open . Had I given a fact like
that any previous thought , I probably
would have guessed that , of course ,
the clay came out of the ground . But
such a notion had never occurred to
me , just as it had never occurred to
any of the elementary students. From
this point on , the class began picking
up trade terms like slip, grog, glaze ,
fire , and kiln . I found the students to
be slightly more adept than myself at
integrating new words into their
vocabularies . But all of us were learning , and we were doing so because
there was a professional potter in front
of us .

When the class began actually to
work with clay , making coil pots and
pinch pots, I was anxious to create
something which would set itself apart
from the usual bowl. John and his
wife Daralene , who accompanied him
to many classes, were understanding.
Apparently they had seen this sort of
adult notion at work many times
before . I worked as fast as I could and
was helped by the four six graders
who were chosen to aid John for the
day. I told them what shape I needed ,
and once they had formed the clay , I
used this shape for my pot , adding my
own decorations .
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When the class ended , each of us
began putting what we had made on a
single table , and looking at the bunch,
I placed mine in an unpretentious
corner in the back . If there was any
difference in the quality of my pot and
those of the rest of the class, it was
that mine was rather drab and pre dictable by comparison. Later , after
talking with John and Daralene , I
learned that the coil pots produced in
almost all elementary schools in the
area would mix well with those in any
first year pottery course in college .
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Later in the year I even tried my
hand on the potter's wheel. The sense
of accomplishment that stems from
holding something that you personally
have made caused me to become
more involved in this art form . And it
became apparent that , just as I had
become interested , so had many of
the students with whom John had
worked . Without the presence of a
working artist in the classroom , an
entire dimension of original
expression would have been overlooked.

John 's work in the community was
an adjunct to his work in the schools .
We had decided to place a potter in
Chester because many people in the
area had shown interest in pottery
through summer workshops spon sored by the local arts council. The
kind of activity generated by John 's
presence in Chester was what we had
hoped for . Groups of adults took
community classes. High school and
junior high classes had the opportunity to observe John glazing pots
and firing his stoneware kiln at his
home studio . Even the neighborhood
kids , who had been skeptical at first ,
began coming over constantly to
watch and help with the firings.
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Conversation
With An Artist
in Residence
by Thomas McClanahan and
Ralph Waldrop
Tom : Ralph , as the first painter to
work in Project TAP , how do you
think the response has been?
Ralph: Very good! In every school
I've visited , the pupils, teachers and
principals have seem pleased with the
results.
Ralph Waldrop

Tom : How do you go about introducing students to painting?
Ralph: If there is space enough , I
try to organize a class mural. Gen erally , it covers a large area , like a
hallway or a gymnasium or cafeteria.
However , sometimes there simply
isn 't enough room to do a really large
class project like the mural. In that
case , I introduce the children to art by
giving them basic lessons in drawing.
They spend the week making drawings of various objects in the classroom , and I give them some funda mental advice on technique .
Tom: And do the students prefer
the drawings or the mural?
Ralph: I believe they like the murals
better. It does three things for them.
First, it is a new experience-wholly
unlike what they normally participate
in at school. Second , it is a group
experience as well as an individual
one . And finally , there is always a
finished product that the students
have to live with . I think it starts them
thinking in terms of what is good art
and what is not good art . If I start
them in that direction , I think the
residency is a success .
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Tom : Do you find the students
eager to work with you?
Ralph : Yes , and I think that their
enthusiasm has a lot to do with their
prior exposure to other TAP artists .
Usually the best groups are those who
have been told in advance the basics
of what I've planned. The result is that
teachers and students are anxious to
begin-already enthusiastic and pre pared. Also , I think it has a lot to do
with teachers who are interested and
in-school coordinators who prepare
the classes before I come.
Tom : Do you ever get any negative
feedback?
Ralph : No , I've never had any
negative feedback after the product
has been produced . At least it all
comes to me positive . It's a very
dynamic thing . We take a cafeteria
with blank yellow walls and we add
fifteen to twenty colors in a special
pattern . It really does change the
room .

Tom: Like your own paintings . ..
Ralph : Yes , at least my large canvasses . When they do a mural , the
students in my classes are doing just
what I do .. . they're making commitments .
If you can imagine having an eightby-ten inch piece of paper and you
want to make a blue line from the right
to the left , you make that line with
your wrist , or with your fingers . The
commitment to do that is very slight.
But if I'm painting on a nine -bytwelve foot canvas and I want a blue
line from the right to the left , I have to
walk all the way across the room to do
that. I've sort of set up a theater and I
have to "perform" this blue line.
Again, the decision to do that , and
also the commitment , is very great.
I try to make my paintings large
enough to be unavoidable. They
aren 't there simply to decorate a
corner of a room. The students'
murals do the same thing-they alter
the atmosphere of a school.
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Tom: Yes, I like that idea. I guess
that's what most of us as TAP artists
are here for-to alter the atmosphere
of learning .
Ralph: That's exactly right. At least
I like to think we're giving some
impetus in that direction.
Tom: While you're in the schools,
do you ever find yourself moving
toward being a teacher rather than a
working artist? It sometimes seems to
me that the TAP artists walk a thin line
between those two roles.
Ralph: I definitely don't feel like a
teacher when I do murals. The
students do all the work, all the
designing. We all stretch our imaginations to get examples in architecture;
somebody designs the roof, somebody designs the window-as with
totem poles-somebody has each
level . They still choose their own

shapes and colors and it has to fit in
with this design. But, because you
have to have some discipline, rules
are necessary .

Tom: So you sometimes act as an
ordering principle in the classroom?
Ralph: Yes, because unless there is
some kind of order, it makes no sense
at all. They go and invent their own
shapes. I help to have it all connected
so that it does have some sort of
cohesion.
Tom: What do you think about
your place as an artist in the program-has it given you the opportunity to do more of your own work?
Ralph : I'd be either a liar or a fool if
I didn't say that this was the most
attractive part of this job- having the
time, money and facilities to do my
own work. I don't know how to stress
that'enough-the job with time off for
my own work is worth many , many
thousands of dollars.
Tom: How is your work progressing?
Ralph: Well, if it's not coming along
as well as I would want it to , which I
don't think is ever possible, it's at least
going somewhere. We could draw a
parallel between what the kids do on
their murals and how I paint. There's
a very thin line between randomness
and an intuitive decision. I personally
try to work fast enough that I have to
make intuitive decisions . There's
simply not enough time to stop and
make calculated decisions about every
brush stroke. The kids are in the same
position. When they choose a color to
fill their whole shape with, it's a completely intuitive decision ...
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Student drawings from a lesson in perspective .
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Tom : Then when you begin a
painting , you don't always have
something particular in mind?
Ralph : Right. I've always painted in
series. What will happen is that I'll hit
on something and I'll just exhaust it .
As soon as I exhaust it or it exhausts
me , I go on to something else . When I
first started painting , it was simply the
process of finding a track . Now I'm
starting to go down that track. At the
moment I'm completing a series of
paintings using various types of
industrial dyes from Springs Mills.
Tom : So you're using the resources
of the local community to produce
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your work . Did you ever think that
you'd be doing a series of paintings
with industrial dyes?
Ralph : Never, but lots of things
have happened that I didn't really
anticipate . I guess I was really surprised at the community response .
There is some real interest in the arts
here in the TAP area, and I've tried to
offer as much as I can toward stimulating that interest.

Tom : And do you think you're
having any effect on the people of the
community?
Ralph : Well , I think that the biggest

influence I've had is in the Art
League. They asked for a consultant
when it was first founded . I volunteered to be one. I've judged art
shows, advised them on hangings ,
planned programs. But it's all been a
give-and-take experience . Many
people in the community have been
extremely helpful to me. Nancy
Howell of the Lancaster Art League
and Frances Murphree at U.S .C .
worked with me on programs and art
shows . Also , Joe Fox and Steve
McCrae of Springs Mills really got
behind me . Mr. McCrea set up a show

for my own work , and it was Mr. Fox
who went out of his way to supply me
with Springs Mills dyes . In fact , the
series of paintings which we talked
about earlier is entitled "Mr. Fox's
Magic Dyes."
Other people like Charles Bundy of
the Springs Foundation, Lester
Robinson of the Lancaster News, and
John Wall , the county school superintendent, were also helpful. Mr.
Bundy put me in touch with many
people , and Mr. Robinson has given
me rolls and rolls of paper for use in
the schools . Mr. Wall located a place

Drawing by Ralph W a ldrop
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for my studio . It's like everybody is
working for the same goal-kind of a
community effort. Those people are
just a few that come to my mind , but
there are plenty of others. The
program is really aided by their help .

Tom : Do you have any opinion
about which art forms are the most
beneficial for the students involved?
Don't feel like you have to answer
that!
Ralph : No . I think it's a good question . I personally think that the
creative writing program in most of
the schools is the most beneficial
because it has a wider application than
art forms like painting or filmmaking .
Basically, the writing program has two
important factors in its favor. First , it
doesn't involve expensive equipment
or supplies like paint and brushes or
cameras and film. The students can
participate with a piece of paper and a
pencil. Second , most of the teachers
are more at ease with writing . In a
sense , they can follow-up the writers'
visits with more personal instruction .
However , all the different artists in
TAP are doing essentially the same
thing . We're teaching students to
appreciate art forms that under
normal circumstances they would
have no contact with .
Tom : Now you use the work
"teach" again . What's the difference
between being an artist in the schools
rather than a teacher?
Ralph: Well , all of us teach. But I
think that as artists we teach in a
different way. I expose the students to
different ways of learning. For instance , when I visit a third or fourth
grade class for a week , there is little
that I can teach them about the tech-
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niques involved in , say , oil painting .
That sort of learning has to take place
later. But I can help them to appreciate art.

Tom : And how do you accomplish
that?
Ralph : I believe the best way is to
give them an honest description of
Ralph Waldrop. I begin each residency by telling students as much as I
can about my interest in art. I tell them
about my schooling , so that they can
see that I went through essentially
what they are going through . I tell
them about my experience , about
how I became interested in art , about
how hard it is to sell paintings . In
short , I try to show them as much as I
can about myself as an artist , and I
think that most of the students
respond to this . I believe that if I
demonstrate my values as an artist ,
then that demonstration , if it yields
some response from the students , can
be classified as teaching .
Like you pointed out earlier, as
artists who work in the schools, we're
in a tenuous position . In the strict
sense we're not teachers , but nobody
can say that we're not involved in
educating students . The roles we
assume may be different , but they
certainly aren't contradictory . After
all , we're all trying our best to give as
many students as possible the most
productive atmosphere for learningwe're all working for the same thing ,
and that can't help but do good
things.

Printing Designs
by Mary Wiley Robinson , Art Teacher
Lancaster High,
Campus One and Two

Steve Miller
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I first met Steve Miller when he was
a junior at Duke University. He was in
Lancaster to enter the annual Springs
Art Show . We started talking and in a
few minutes he was telling me about
his painting and printing techniques.
He didn't try to hide any of his "tradesecrets ," a rare trait in most of the
artists I've known. That year his work
was chosen for the Springs Traveling
Art Show.
I met Steve again when he was
working as printmaker and painting
specialist on the South Carolina Arts
Truck . He worked with many children
of all ages . They seemed to communicate beautifully with him and he
inspired them to return many times to
the Truck to continue their work .
Steve's double major in studio art and
psychology seem to merge into a
background for helping people to
learn .
We were fortunate enough to have
Steve Miller working in our classrooms through TAP this year at
Lancaster High Campus One and
Two . It was the first t~perience in
printmaking for many of the students
he worked with . The teachers and
students in Steve's classes-science ,
special education, English, and
art-all joined in to produce designs
with linoleum blocks.
Steven was very thorough with his
introduction to techniques in working
linoleum blocks-a thoroughness
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which provided the groundwork for
the students' first prints. Linoleum is
very pliable and easily cut . So are
fingers! Therefore, he used practice
blocks to get the students familiar with
the use of the tools. He made certain
that all the students understood from
the beginning the fundamentals of
printmaking. Patience was the keyword in his introduction.
Steve showed us how printing
from linoleum blocks can be aesthetically gratifying. He introduced many
students to the elements of art by
giving them an awareness of color and
composition in printmaking.
I've seen Steven work with a great
number and variety of children , and
I've never seen one refuse to attempt
a design for him . In fact , they usually
try more than one . Some get so
carried away that it is hard to stop
them when the bell rings .
Steve Miller has a very special kind
of "magic" about him . He produces
great work and inspires those working
with him , always managing to bring
out the creative potential in all his
students, young and old.
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Bruse George

Betsy Sims
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Weaving
Experiences
by Merrilyn Taylor, Teacher
Indian Land Elementary School

Cathy Ray

I had been looking forward to
Cathy Ray's visit to Indian Land
School for some time . She had
worked with us the previous year and
it was really an educational experience for the students . My class made
wrist bands last year and everyone
wore theirs for weeks . Making something that they can wear and show
proudly to their friends was very
meaningful to fifth and sixth grade
students.
As TAP in-school coordinator at
Indian Land Elementary, it is my job
to be sure that the class schedule is
agreeable to the participating teachers
and to the TAP artists. Usually , I have
this last minute panic that the
schedule is totally unworkable or that I
have forgotten something. Scheduling
Cathy's visit presented more complications than usual. She needed a
room to store her materials and to set
up her loom for the days she was to be
here. Like most other schools , ours is
packed to overflowing and there was
no empty room for us to use.
The simplest solution was to use my
room to set up in and have the three
other classes come there to work.
Then I could take my classes to the
empty rooms at the correct times . So ,
with all the planning done , we were
ready and waiting for Cathy .
Many of the students remembered
Cathy from last year , and really got
excited about seeing her again . When
she arrived , some boys helped her
unload her loom and materials . Once
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in the classroom , she explained how
her loom operated , how it was
threaded and how different patterns
could be made.
On the first day, the students used
different colored construction paper ,
glue and scissors , to make designs
and to learn the over-and-under
pattern of weaving. Cathy was very
patient even though she had to keep
the students working at a steady pace
so that they would finish . Those who
did not complete their projects during
the class period worked on them later
in the day .
The second day Cathy talked with
the students about the meaning of a
"god's eye ," a symbol used by
Mexican and Peruvian Indians to
ward off evil spirits. They remember
much of this even now , at the end of
the school year. Then , they began
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working on their own god's eyes ,
choosing three different colors of
yarn . Most of the students finished
during that class period .
The next two days were spent
making wristbands or belts using yarn
and straws. It was facinating to see all
the different color combinations that
emerged .
Through informal discussion , Cathy
told the students a lot about her work .
She brought in some weavings she
had made using different types of
yarn , such as goat's hair and camel
hair , to show the variation in textures .

She geared some of the discussion to
colonial times and the weaving done
then with linen and wool, as a correlation to our social studies classes .
It was an enjoyable and educational
time with Cathy . This experience, like
the other TAP artists' visits , showed
our students how arts and crafts such
as weaving , pottery , painting , and
poetry, can become careers and not
just something people do in their
leisure time. It also demonstrated to
them that professions such as these
are built with study and hard work .
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Fort Mill
History on Film
by Mrs . Walden 's 4th period class
Fort Mill Senior High

When Marsha Sokol first came into
our history class and started talking
about filmmaking , most of us were a
little taken back by her optimism. She
told us that by the time she left we
would have a film done entirely by our
class. We had a lot of doubts at first ,
but they were soon erased as Marsha
began to describe the various stages of
production involved in making a film .
The first day she drew a picture of a
Marsha Sokol
movie camera on the blackboard ,
labeled the camera's parts and gave us
a simple explanation of how the parts
worked . Although we all had a pretty
5. Do you feel that the artist's visit was a valuable experience for your students?
Ple~se e<plain why. Jk.. ~
~ ,;._~ · fair idea of what a camera looked like,
~aN.~~~~ .J:f~
none of us really knew how the differ-rA--t;;~~~~ .. ~~~
ent
parts functioned or what they
~~~~~lj'Zk~~
6. Do you pla n to continue this ac t ivity in any way with your cl as s?
were used for. Marsha explained
Pl ~~scdbe• 'W~ ~ 1.:iJ~ .._ ~~. things in a way that made everything
clear .
After explaining the parts of the
camera and demonstrating how it
worked , Marsha showed us a silent
film called "The Great Train
Robbery." She wanted to show us
some of the techniques that were used
by early filmmakers as well as give us
an idea of what we could accomplish
in our own film .
When most of us became familiar
with the camera , we began to plan the
kind of film we would make . Since we
were a history class, we decided it
would be appropriate to make a film
about the history of Ft. Mill. Weresearched the subject by reading
accounts of local history and by visiting sites of historical significance in the
area . Much of the research came from
(I>AJ •
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old newspapers, magazines and
history books , but some of us found a
more personal approach by interviewing several of the oldest people in the
area to get their input about the recent
history. We learned some interesting
facts that we hadn't already known.
For instance, we discovered that Fort
Mill was originally called Fort Hill , a
name that it shared with the present
site of Clemson. In the 1840's the
name was changed to Fort Mill
because of the old Indian fort on
Brickyard Road and the old grist mill.
Another little known fact is that Fort
Mill is the site of the only monument
dedicated to slaves that was built in
the South.
When our research was complete ,
we started to organize our material to
try and determine how best to put it
into a film. We divided into groups,
with each group concentrating on one
aspect of the presentation. For instance , one group was in charge of
editing , one in charge of sound, and
one in charge of filming. We visited
sites, filmed , and reviewed our footage in order to choose which shots to
include . We all had a part in the
decisions , and the film seemed to
bring the class together.
We learned a number of things
from our exposure to filmmaking .
First, we saw that making a film is no
snap . You don't just buy a camera
and go out and push a button . It takes
a lot of work and much more time
than we had anticipated. At first , lots
of us thought it would be easy, but all
of us know now that you really have
to make an effort if you want something good to result. Another thing we
learned was that we could work
together and really do a good job at
something. The class got involved
with the project , and many of us
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learned to appreciate the input of
people we had never really talked
with before . Finally , we found that we
could educate ourselves and have fun
doing it. We all looked forward to
history class because it was an opportunity to really involve ourselves in a
subject. In a sense , we became the
teachers because we were putting
together a film that would aquaint
other people with the history of the
area. It was a different kind of
challenge from our regular classes ,
and it was our own work . We could
look forward to having a product that
we had all helped to make . It was
really a challenge .
Now that the project is finished ,
many of us have become interested in
photography and filmmaking , and we
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have a good general idea of what it
takes to follow-up on our interests.
Also , we find that we are more critical
and demanding of ourselves. We
watched our film and saw places that
we would have changed for the
better.
Marsha's visits did a number of
things , but the most important was to
show us that learning can take place
anywhere . Like the early settlers of
Fort Mill , we were explorers , mapping
out areas that we ordinarily would not
have been interested in. We discovered things-about Fort Mill's
history , about filmmaking , but most of
all about ourselves . We learned that
we could create something original
and beneficial. And we discovered
that we could enjoy learning.

Visiting
Visual Artists
Denise Hegler, a native of Lancaster ,
operates a pottery outside of
Kershaw . She showed students in the
Kershaw schools how to shape , glaze
and fire various clay items , including
pots and jewelry.

Kitty Couch, a potter from Charlotte ,
N.C. , helped students at Fort Mill
'I•
' Junior High learn the art of Indian
pottery by having them dig their clay ,
shape pots and fire them in a kiln
which they built.

Printmaker David Brownlee from
Columbia showed children at
Kershaw Elementary # 1 how to
design and make prints from found
objects .

Rita Shumaker, a weaver from
Charlotte , N.C ., worked with other
students at Fort Mill Junior High in
making weavings using Indian techniques . At the end of the week , Rita
and Kitty participated with their
students in an Indian ritual using the
weavings and pottery . This was one of
the activities which culminated the
school's Bicentennial program .
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Performing ~rto
Project TAP presents the performing arts in several ways: through an inschool concert series as well as with
special week-long workshops by visiting artists, and through a performing
art series reaching the project communities at large.
The concert series continues to be
an extremely popular component of
Project TAP, allowing the audience to
view, and frequently to participate in,
live performances by professional
ensembles. Certain schools elect to
continue the interest generated from
the concerts by having actors,
dancers, and musicians work with
teachers and students in the classroom.
In order to give parents and other
interested members of the community
an opportunity to meet the performers
who have visited their childrens'
schools, performing arts programs are
held in the area schools in the evening. Frequently, students will bring
their parents back to their schools to
view these performances, thus stimulating family interest in the performing
arts.
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Performing
Arts Series
South Carolina Open Road
Ensemble (SCORE)
For the third year , SCORE opened its
fall theatre season with performances
in Project TAP schools. This year's
presentation of "Tales of CarolinaSouth" involved the students in participatory activities immediately
following the performance . The
company included: Gerald Slavet ,
director; Meribeth Meacham , general
manager; Andy Bales , tour manager ,
and actors Steve Bordner , Sandra
Bowie , Josh Clark , Maggie Delaney ,
Alice Micci , Rodney Woodring , Bill
Montgomery , and Jim Sappho .
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Frendilly Dancers
Two Charlotte , N.C. , dancers , Lynn
Friede and Cathy Pasternak , performed for the primary and elementary schools , presenting an original
program on the origins of dance and
several styles of dance .

Contemporary Dance Co-Op
A dance ensemble composed of
Cathy Kaemmerlen and Brenda
McCutchen of Greenville and Susie
Surkamer of Greenwood, the Contemporary Dance Co-op performed in
the TAP junior and senior high
schools, giving students an insight into
the elements of modern dance.

Charlotte In-School Opera
The touring company from the
Charlotte Opera included tenor Kelley
Alexander, soprano Kathy Ward, and
pianist Orin a Keen . In the primary and
elementary schools they performed
Hansel and Gretel, selecting students
from the audience to act out various
parts. Excerpts from The Telephone
and Rita were performed in the junior
and senior high schools. Evening performances of Rita, a one act comic
opera were given in schools in Fort
Mill, Chester and Lancaster County .
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Hatcher-Phillips Duo
Paula Hatcher, flutist, and Richard
Phillips , classical guitarist , performed
for grades K-8 in Project TAP schools .
These musicians from Baltimore ,
Maryland, had previously performed
in Project TAP in 1973-74, and were
returned by popular request . While in
the project area, they gave concerts in
Lancaster, Kershaw, Fort Mill , and
Chester.
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Franklin Ashley Jazz Trio
Franklin Ashley on piano , Jim
Ferguson on bass , and Ted Lindler on
drums presented a program of jazz
music to students in the secondary
schools. This group had previously
performed in the area for the press
opening of the Springs Art Show and
at the Lancaster Regional Campus of
the University of South Carolina .

Howard Hanger Trio
These Asheville , N.C. musicians
returned to the TAP high schools by
popular demand from the previous
year's tour. Howard Hanger , pianist ;
David Anderson , guitarist ; Beth
Youngblood , violinist ; and Perry
Hines , drummer , presented a multimedia concert for the students .

Blake Trumpet and Voice Duo
Mike and Elaine Blake , musicians
from Jacksonville State University in
Alabama , gave a concert of American
music for trumpet and voice to
students in the primary and elementary schools . Accompanists for
their programs were Margaret Roberts
and Winifred Goodwin . Recitals were
also presented in churches in
Lancaster and Chester.
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Project TAPVia the Minstrel
by Thomas McClanahan
Singing folk songs is my trade
My life and occupation
I've learned my songs most carefully
By roaming round the nation.
Chorus:
I'm riding up to Project TAP
Early in the morning
We 'll sing our songs when the sun
comes up
Just thought I'd give you warning.

Lee Knight
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The opening lines of Lee Knight's
humorous song about Project TAP
offer a fair picture of what some days
are like in the life of a TAP artist. Like
many in the program , Lee is not a
resident of the area, so his visits to the
schools often begin "early in the
morning, " at times literally before the
sun comes up . There are weeks when
he must commute over 700 miles in
order to reach his schools .
Once in the classroom , Lee unpacks his accoustical guitar and fivestring banjo. As the class assembles ,
he begins to pick out the sound of a
familiar folk ballad , and using the song
as a focal point for his presentation ,
he then begins to tell about a significant historical occurrence relating to
the song. The class presentations are
varied and open . Often , his approach
takes the form of an anecdotal tale. At
other times , he emphasizes particular
historic facts or shares a myth associated with certain songs. By the
end of the week , the students have
gained insights into a cultural past that
might have been passed over in
standard history texts or lectures. As

one girl at Lancaster High Campus I
exclaimed after a class, "Lee's songs
made me become involved in history
from a different angle. He showed me
that the past wasn 't always something
altogether different from what's
happening now ."
In addition to his song/ lectures on
American history , Lee also introduces
students to various types of musical
verse forms . For instance , he may
trace the development of the ballad
from medieval times to the present ;
students are often surprised to learn
that some currently popular songs are
distinct echoes of the past.
But Lee Knight's approach is not
always in the most serious vein .
Capitalizing on the humor and rhythm
inherent in many of the Appalachian
tunes in particular, Lee frequently

stimulates spontaneous burts of
energy from his audiences. One such
incident is related in a verse from his
song :
One week I sang at Flat Creek school
And played out "Old Dan Tucker"
The janitor began to clog
So we took him out to supper.
For Lee Knight the early rising and
tiring drives are worth the effort,
because he believes in what he is
helping to accomplish. As he puts it in
the concluding chorus of his song:
Project TAP's a fine idea
It helps to make life finer
Feelings , thoughts , experience
Are shared in South Carolina .
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Puppet People
by Thomas McClanahan.

Susan Shaw
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When Donald Devet begins his
lecture demonstration at an elementary school , he has no trouble generating responses and questions from
his audience . As the children file into
the auditorium or cafeteria prior to
Donald's presentation , they are confronted by a row of animated characters sitting silently behind the
puppeteer . Within the next hour ,
each character is brought to life .
"Geets Romo ," a Bohemian spirit
with a raspy voice and finger-snapping style , brushes the hair from his
face , adjusts his sunglasses and tells
the kids how to stay cool by staying in
school. "Grampa ," a lifesize puppet in
the genre of Amos McCoy , snaps his
suspenders and yawns as he tells the
children to be kind to old people. And
"Linda ," a blue-skinned and boisterous little girl , throws kisses and vows
her love to "my teacher , my principal
.. . and hostess twinkies ." Finally ,
"Monster ," a huge , amorphous green
creature with a soft spot for children ,
shakes hands with the students sitting
in the first rows and assures them that
he is really a good guy at heart.
As each of the twelve creations
comes to life under Donald's direction , the students learn a little more
about puppetry. Donald talks about
the materials that can be used in
making puppets, the kinds of voices
that add different dimensions to
puppets' personalities , and above all
the necessity of each child's imagination in creating lifelike and interesting
characters .
After the puppets have been introduced, Donald explains some ways

they can be used . At each presentation , he shows the students one of a
series of ten "Holiday" films dealing
with such events as Thanksgiving,
Halloween , Christmas-Hanukkah and
Independence Day . As the shows
unfold , the children learn the fundamental concepts behind different
holidays while they are picking up
hints about ways to develop their own
shows.
In like manner , Susan Shaw tries to
stimulate the inventive capabilities of
students in her classroom instruction .
Susan's week-long residencies are
geared toward the actual construction
of puppets . She shows the students
how inexpensive and everyday
materials can be used to create
characters that are original and
unique . Once the puppets are made ,
Susan encourages the students to use
their creations by writing scripts for
classroom puppet shows . The
children learn to put together skits that
involve the entire class , and each
student begins to learn the value and
versatility of what he or she has made.
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Guest Performing
Artists
Jim Blanton, an actor living in
Columbia, commuted to Lancaster in
April to lead his South Junior High
students through a series of creative
drama exercises.
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Steve Bordner, an actor with the
South Carolina Open Road Ensemble, returned to Lancaster High
Campus One for a series of creative
dramatics workshops. The students
had seen him perform during the past
two years with the SCORE company.

Sandra Bowie , an actress from

Judy Galloway , a dancer from Fort

Ninety-Six , who also performed with
the SCORE company , gave makeup
workshops and lessons in special acting techniques at Buford High and
Fort Mill High in the spring , before the
students performed in their class
plays .

Lauderdale , Florida, showed teachers
in several Lancaster primary schools
how to lead their students in creative
movement activities.
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Sybil Huskey , a dancer from New
York City , returned to the TAP area
to conduct classes for students at
schools in the Fort Mill area . In 1974,
Sybil had presented modern dance
lecture-demonstrations in all the
Project TAP schools and had toured
the state under the Affiliate Artist
program.
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James Buchanan Thompson , director of the Artist Depot in Charlotte ,
N.C ., had toured the TAP area for
two years , giving poetry-jazz concerts in the schools . He spent a week
at Lancaster High Campus Two ,
using the electronic synthesizer to
conduct workshops in mood and
sound awareness .

Jim Berry , a musician from Fountain
Inn , demonstrated the use of electronic equipment in performance
situations to groups of students at
Kershaw Middle School. The students
gave an impromptu performance for
their classmates at the end of the
week-long workshops .
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Community ~rto
Providing meaningful arts experiences for every citizen in the Project
TAP area is a major goal of the program . Workshops and performances
by the TAP resident and visiting artists
take place in a variety of situationsarea colleges , recreation centers ,
churches, garden clubs , music clubs ,
senior citizens clubs , scout troops ,
PTO meetings, service organizations .
Perhaps the most important activity
during the project's existence has
been the development of community
arts organizations. During 1975-76 ,
Lancaster artists reorganized into an
Art League , which has sponsored
monthly programs for its members
and has begun a series of art exhibits
and shows to give persons in the
community an opportunity to view
and purchase works of art. In Chester,
the county arts council, organized the
previous year to support TAP
activities and provide on-going community arts programs, has initiated a
remarkable amount of projects :
summer arts workshops in painting ,
pottery, and puppetry , formation of a
community chorus, and co-sponsorship of TAP's performing arts series.
The Joynes Center for Continuing
Education at Winthrop College in
Rock Hill sponsors an annual writers'
workshop and the S .C. Independent
Filmmakers' Circuit, two activities
which further complement the TAP
program .
The cooperation of these groups
enables Project TAP to become a
community based program and
insures the long range impact of the
artists' residencies .
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Project TAP in the
Community
by Nancy Howell ,
President Lancaster Art League

C harlotte In-Sc hoo l Opera
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In September , 1975, the Lancaster
Art League was organized and
monthly meetings of informative
visual art programs were proposed . It
was at this point that the members ,
representing a cross-section of the
Lancaster community , realized the
extreme advantage they had through
the presence and availability ofT AP
artists to assist in the coming year's
activities .
I had been away from Lancaster for
twenty years , and being elected
President of the Art League not only
meant reestablishing old contacts , but
also learning what changes had
occurred during my absence . Needless to say , I was not familiar with TAP
and had no comprehension of its
operations , achievements or goals.
At the very first League meeting ,
TAP artist in residence Ralph Waldrop
was interested enough to attend , lend
his voice in organizational thoughts
proposed, and join as a charter
member . He was most helpful in
getting the League started with programs , and he made himself available
to me for information as I tried to
become familiar with Project TAP .
Ralph opened his studio to the
League for its first official program in
October , and he assisted in many
different ways by helping the more
than thirty local artists work with new
and varied techniques of painting .
At this same meeting it was the
pleasure of the group to be introduced
to and be led in an informative dia-

Iogue by Ron Padgett , TAP poet in
residence . The Art League , and
myself particularly , were getting our
first introduction to the type of people
in TAP-people who had worked a
full day in a community school leading
and training young people , but who
were willing to come out at night and
spend an evening unpaid and only
thanked , giving further of themselves
to a community activity. I found it the
same throughout the year with all
these young artists. There was always
interest , caring , enthusiasm and dedication to the arts, but most of all to the
people of a community that they had
been placed in-perhaps many miles
from their home towns. TAP weaver
Cathy Ray not only presented one of
the monthly League programs , but
also conducted a workshop that was
expanded outside the League . Steve
Miller, a part time artist forT AP ,
commuted from many miles away to
direct a printmaking workshop which
introduced a form of art that has been
continued as a project in the League .
The examples are nearly endless .
In trying to understand the TAP
program not only as a newcomer , but
also as president of the local group, I
visited with and met many of the other
leaders of the organization . Tom
McClanahan, the local coordinator,
was always willing to assist in any way
to help the League, and always
attended the local activities sponsored
by various groups in the city . Beverly
Beckwith , TAP coordinator from the
South Carolina Arts Commission in
Columbia , spent many hours helping
not only to clear up matters I needed
to understand , but also to give organizational suggestions and help with
long-range project ideas.
It is impossible to evaluate the total
impact the Project TAP group makes
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upon a community . They are laying a
foundation of culture that has long
been needed in our area. They are
guiding local amateurs and professionals to carry on a program that
otherwise could never have
developed. They are encouraging
local artists who have left the area to
return and see a future in the arts . We
are appreciative of all that has been
started and feel that continuation is
necessary for some time yet before
local people can establish the kind of
stronghold needed to pursue excellent
work on a lasting basis .
I am impressed! My life away from
Lancaster has allowed me to travel
with my husband all over the world.
To return to Lancaster and see such
rewarding developments in the arts
makes me realize that we have the
potential to become what we desire
culturally. Every person, young and
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old , can have a rewarding experience
in the arts . It is through special
programs such as Project TAP that we
are allowed to see and hopefully
achieve our potential.

Afterword and
Acknowledgements
by Beverly Beckwith ,
Project TAP Director

Initially , Project TAP was designed
as a pilot program to demonstrate that
a group of professional artists living in
a community and working in the
schools would have a significant
impact on the development of the arts
in that community . The results after
the third year of the program amply
demonstrate the validity of this initial
concept.
Additionally , Project TAP has had a
significant impact on the development
of arts programs in schools and communities throughout the state . Based
on TAP's first year success , South
Carolina received a grant from HEW
for the implementation of a similar
program in Greenwood and Saluda
Counties in 1974 . After two years of
special federal funding , the Greenwood program will join Project TAP in
1976-77 as a community-based,
community-funded project , and the
HEW program will move to Sumter
and Lee Counties as a stimulus to
those areas .

Many school districts in the state
have begun to develop comprehensive arts programs with the S.C. Arts
Commission , using artists' residencies
to foster arts development in their
areas .
We wish to thank certain persons
and organizations for helping to make
Project TAP a model for comprehensive community-school arts programming in South Carolina. Special
acknowledgement goes to the
National Endowment for the Arts for
allowing such projects as ours to exist ,
and to the Board of Directors of the
Elliott White Springs Foundation of
Lancaster for demonstrating their
confidence in the goals of Project TAP
by providing continuous funding since
1973 . In particular we would like to
thank Charles Bundy , President of the
Springs Foundation , for his constant
support and for being a good friend to
the TAP staff.
Special acknowledgement also
goes to the school superintendents of
Lancaster County , Chester and Fort
Mill Districts , and to every principal in
whose school we have worked , for
their financial and administrative
support. And we are especially grateful for the advice and encouragement
provided by the teachers in each
school-those who have served as
Project TAP In -School coordinators
and those who have allowed us to
share their classrooms .
The staffs of the area newspapers ,
who have spent many hours in the
schools and community photographing and writing articles about the program , deserve special recognition for
helping TAP to be better understood
by those we serve . We particularly
want to thank Lester Robinson and
Beth Padgett of the Lancaster News,
Don McKeown and Tom my Grant of
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the Chester News and Reporter , and
Barbara Northey , William Steele , and
Andy Burris of the Rock Hill Evening
Herald for their imaginative feature
stories and photographic essays on
Project TAP.
A very special thanks goes to the
resident artists who provide the
energy and inspiration to make TAP
activities happen all the time , to the
visiting artists who bring new dimensions to our program , and to the wives
of the artists-Daralene Finnell ,
Robbin McClanahan , Patty Padgett ,
and Rachel Waldrop who have made
Project TAP their lifestyle as well .
Last August , Steven Miller , our
printmaker , set the tone for our project year in words which also suggested our title : "I want to share a
learning space with my students ."
Above all , we thank the children and
adults of Chester , Fort Mill , and
Lancaster County who have opened
their hearts and homes and have
allowed us to share these learning
spaces for the past three years .

Project Tap Administration

Rick George
Executive Director
South Carolina Arts Commission
Scott Sanders
Arts in Education Division Director
South Carolina Arts Commission
Beverly Beckwith
Project TAP Director
South Carolina Arts Commission
Thomas McClanahan
Project TAP School Arts
Coordinator
Lancaster, S .C.

South Carolina Arts Commission

Douglas A. Smith, Greenville, Chairman
,John Acorn , Pendleton
Clarence Addison, Clemson
,John Baker , Florence
Donald Gillis , Columbia
Robert E. Marvin , Walterboro
Barbara Stine , Charleston
Lawrence Vanella , Charleston
Franklin West , Florence

Ell

South C<uolina Arts Commission
Boylston House / 829 Richland Street
Columbia. S.C. 29201
Te lephone: (803) 758·3442
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